Canopy Manage is a Next-Gen IoT and IT asset health management tool that automates discovery of IoT, IT and informational assets across traditional on-premises ICT environments, modern cloud platforms, and distributed environments, to provide a single aggregated view of assets across the modern enterprise.

Canopy Manage delivers insight into IT & IOT assets health, which can be grouped into logical sets to reflect the business structure. API integration into existing systems allows for Canopy Manage to become a single control point for all asset management in a simple to use package. Its granular role-based access and views allows business people relevant IT management and environment oversight.

Who uses Canopy Manage?
Canopy Manage is built on a flexible platform which will organically scale to requirements. With a simple per asset pricing model, the product is flexible for all organisations from startup to global enterprise.

Why customers use Canopy Manage

- IoT Health & Status
- Compliance control
- Expired assets
- Invoke workflows
- Enterprise view of all assets
- Transparent costs
- Automate manual tasks

Asset Lifecycle Management

- Log in to one single platform for multiple asset management
- Consistent interface regardless of provider
- Asset cost, reporting, provisioning and actionable alerts

Alert on Health Conditions

- See current & projected usage for infrastructure
- Compare budgeted versus actual cost for asset
- Use data to predict and plan for usage fluctuations
- Automatic alerting on license or contract renewal

Centralised Interface

Abnormal Pattern Detection

Role-based access

Simplicity of use

- Simple, automated onboarding & discovery
- Delegation and oversight
- Visibility & control of users/staff access & activity
- Task automation and activity log
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How Canopy Manage works – Product Capabilities

Management Functions on assets
- Delegation, oversight, auditing (assets and actions)
- Custom actionable alerts which integrated to most ITSM's with custom connector for non-standard configurations
- Assign owners and delegate visibility and control

Smart Asset Control
- Invoke actions like Power management
- Auto Provisioning

Asset & Cost Reporting (Custom)
- Captures specific data & can query it. User definable fields are optional for custom asset data
- Identify under or overutilized resources (cost recovery)

The tech
- Built on microservices architecture which allows for dedicated instances for large Customers. Design to minimise traffic on low-bandwidth networks (e.g. IoT)
- Can be run as an aggregator or assets data into other systems such as ServiceNow
- Focuses on Agentless collection of data through probes or APIs but does have an agent for integration with difficult legacy systems
- Extensible request handling allows customisable workflows (e.g. approvals and invoicing/finance system integration)
- Allows user-definable, granular reporting through PowerBI or reporting tools of choice

Why Canopy Tools?
Canopy Tools is a software and data product company underpinned by innovation and application modernisation. Providing unique, market-changing software products for next generation cloud infrastructure.